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Why Nuclear Scattering using
Synchrotron Radiation?

1) Obtain an ultra-monochromatic x-ray beam:
a frontier of energy resolution

2) Develop some new experimental techniques: 
inelastic, quasi-elastic x-ray scattering

3) Develop  new possibility  of traditional Mössbauer
spectroscopy
4) Develop applications of ultra-

monochromatic x-ray beam: x-ray wavelength
standard



γ-ray vs. synchrotron radiation
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 Ultra-monochromatic x-ray
beam can only be obtained
from a nuclear system in
solid, can not be obtained
from any electric systems.

 Resolution power of
diffraction lattice is limited by
error of Δd/d.

  Nature of nuclei frequency
resonance in x-ray range
(Mössbauer resonance) is a
key technique of Ultra-
monochromatic x-ray beam.

 To separate  nuclear resonant
signal from electric scattering,
the difference in behavior of
pulse response is utilized.
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principle and operation in Electromagnetic
Waves Spectroscopy
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band-pass filter, 
an electronic instrumentation

cavity resonator monochromator
dispersion material, grating, crystal lattice

continuous or pulsed wave
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Unified point of view on spectroscopy of electromagnetic wave:
Spectrometer operates on ω in long wavelength range, 
operates on k(= ω /c) in high frequency range.



Frequency tuning in radio-wave band
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Spectrometer for light or x-ray



3-dimensional view of light source
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Study of resonant system essentially needs
 a short pulsed wave я δ function response



Few bunches э High-brilliance in time domain



Correlations between NRS in energy
domain and time domain
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Nuclear resonant absorption
spectra in energy domain
(Mössbauer spectra)

Nuclear resonant response
for short x-ray pulse
(Quantum beats)

Fourier transformation of
quantum beats (Power
spectra, energy difference
between energy levels)

Comparing nuclear resonance in 3 worlds



Develop a new experimental technique

configuration of inelastic scattering using NRS

high-resolution monochromator

sample containing NR element

detect time-delayed NRS signal
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standard configuration of inelastic scattering
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First result of inelastic NRS



Develop  new applications of traditional
experimental technique

Control x-ray penetration depth



conclusion
• 1) not a simple short bunch, but high-brilliant

short pulse
• 2) NRS technique brings us a new energy

resolution frontier in x-ray region
• 3) NRS technique combines with pulsed SR let us

be able to do something new where the traditional
Mössbauer spectroscopy can not do


